University Vision Statement

Franklin Pierce University will be celebrated for providing educational opportunities that intentionally connect academic majors and programs to career options through the integration of our liberal arts heritage, enriching faculty/student relationships, and excellence in undergraduate and graduate education. Our commitment to the highest quality education is reflected through the use of innovative and flexible instruction models, signature programs, outcomes-based learning, and contemporary applications of technology within a supportive environment. Prepared for the professional, personal, and social demands of the 21st century, our alumni will continue to be ethical leaders and catalysts for positive change within and beyond their communities.

University Mission Statement

Franklin Pierce University embraces an education that matters: one that achieves academic success through the integration of liberal arts and professional programs. Our community of educators and learners creates an environment that fosters intellectual curiosity and encourages experiential and applied learning. A Franklin Pierce experience enables each student to discover and fulfill his or her own unique potential. We prepare students to become confident, knowledgeable individuals and leaders of conscience.